WGC 2022 Tomato Varieties
Early Girl Indeterminate, 59 days
This variety starts bearing fruit earlier and produces for longer than other medium-sized tomatoes. Always
a reliable variety for early season fruit with good flavor.
Fourth of July Indeterminate, 49 days
Celebrate the Fourth of July with a plentiful harvest of vine-ripened red, luscious tomatoes. The
indeterminate plants produce plentiful 4 oz. tomatoes all season long, the perfect salad tomato.
Legend Determinate, 68 days
The early maturing Legend produces amazingly sweet tomatoes with just the right amount of acidity. The
big, 4–5 inch, parthenocarpic fruit are glossy red, with a uniform round shape. Late blight tolerance.
Lizzano Semi-determinate, 65 days
One of the most beautiful and early-maturing cherries you can grow. Lizzano was crowned an AAS winner
for its sweet, flavorful 1 inch fruit and its extra long harvest window. We chose this as a substitute for the bigger
more sprawling Sweet 100. Disease resistant.
Ruby Crush Determinate, 65-70 days
A sweet, flavorful grape tomato. These compact plants are high yielding, producing single and double
trusses of 1 ½ inch long and 1 ¼ inch wide, scarlet fruit. The firm grapes hold well on the plant. An excellent
option for small gardens and container growing.
Pink Berkeley Tie Dye Indeterminate, 70 days
Unique appearance with heirloom-quality flavor. 8-12 ounce fruits are dark pink with green striping, and
the flesh is pink with yellow steaks. The flavor is outstanding – sweet and complex like the finest
heirlooms. Disease resistant and distinctive! Harvest by feel, when slightly soft, rather than by color.
Sungold Indeterminate, 65 days
Beautiful cherry tomato that ripens to a golden orange. The Sun Gold Cherry is possibly the sweetest
cherry tomato around. Plants bear lots of fruit and ripen early, continuing to produce throughout the
season. A single large plant has produced over 1,000 tomatoes! A perennial favorite!
Italian Roma Determinate, 80 days
An absolutely excellent heirloom tomato—firm, meaty, 3" oblong fruits with few seeds, on compact vines
that are very productive. Most of the fruits ripen at the same time, which makes this tomato a good choice for
canning. In areas with a long growing season, a second planting will double your harvest!
Sweet N’ Neat Scarlet Determinate, 60 days
An ultra-compact, dwarf variety that is bred to thrive on windowsills, decks and in patio containers.
Strongly branched plants produce masses of sweet fruits over a long season for continuous harvests. Petite,
1 inch round fruits weigh less than an ounce, with a memorable flavor that sparkles with sweetness.
Sweet Tangerine Determinate, 68 days
This tomato features clean, bushy, plants that are quite disease resistant and set very heavy crops. Fruits
are a beautiful dark orange color with a sweet complex flavor, low in acid. One of our most popular
varieties.

